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COVID-19 Recap &
Thoughts for 2021:

Figure 1: 2 Year Trend for Covid-19 Stock Up Period (3-14-21 - 3-21-21)

What a year it has been! After enjoying unprecedented
growth in even the stalest categories, we are finally seeing
the dreaded declines versus a year ago. While tobacco and
liquor remain the winners with only 14% and 22% declines
respectively in US Food for weeks ending 3/14/21 and
3/21/21, most departments in-store are seeing sales drop
off significantly (-27% to -53%), a trend that will continue
for the next 4-6 weeks. It is tough to see these negative
sales trends, but trends are still up over 2019 as seen in
Figure 1 in all departments, except tobacco, showing the
true implication that at-home eating has had on grocery
purchases in US Food. With the “eating at home” trend
expected to continue throughout 2021, growth over 2019
will continue with declines versus 2020 softening.

Trends are still up over
2019 in all departments
except tobacco

Source: IRI total U.S. food
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There is a lot of work to be done as we emerge from pandemic shopping behaviors. While 2020 focused on supply chain and ensuring products were “in stock,” 2021
will require different discussions between CPG and retailers. A McKinsey study shows that over half of CPG sales leaders expect to work with retailers on managing
assortment rationalization, net-price deflation, and managing promotional events (figure2). Other key conversations that are occurring include margin compensation for
in-store hygiene measures, out-of-stocks, or logistics/merchandising.
Figure 2: McKinsey Survey Responses from Consumer Goods Leaders on Retailer Focus Areas

% of respondents

Source: https://www.mckinsey.com/industries/consumer-packaged-goods/our-insights/what-consumer-goods-sales-leaders-must-do-to-emerge-stronger-from-the-pandemic
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Hygiene requirements
and social distancing often
took priority over in-store
display
The pandemic led to dramatic changes in shopping
behavior which retailers responded to with significant
changes to assortment, display, and promotions. IRI
performed a total store display audit which showed that
there were about 5 fewer displays on average versus
the prior year with both edible and non-edible categories
experiencing losses. The locations most affected were
perimeter and in-aisle displays as hygiene requirements
and social distancing often took priority over in-store display.
As consumer demand for cleaning and hygiene products
sky-rocketed, retailers jumped to meet demand by
allocating display space to these in-demand products at
the expense of traditionally promoted products.

Figure 3: Average Weekly Displays Per Store are Down 5 Per Store
Due to Social Distancing Requirements

Average Weekly Number of Displays per Store Displaying*

Average Weekly Number of Displays, Absolute Change vs YA*

Source: IRI Total Store display audit 2020. Note: differing store counts by location causes totals to be non-additive

Figure 4: Social Distancing Requires More Space in Store and Perimeter and In-Aisle Display
Locations are Being Most Affected
Average Weekly Number of Displays per Store Displaying*

Average Weekly Number of Displays, Absolute Change vs YA*

Source: IRI Total Store display audit 2020. Note: differing store counts by location causes totals to be non-additive
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Figure 5: Traditional Top Display Categories, Including Cookies and Candy,
Are Losing Space to Bleach and Soap

It is key for CPG
manufacturers to explore
opportunities to increase
variety on display

Top and Bottom Catergories by Number of Display (NOD) % Chg 7 WE 9-6-20 - Total U.S. Food

Figure 5 shows which categories have faced the biggest
display losses in 2020 and CPGs in this space should influence reversing this trend in 2021. Cookies and both
chocolate and non-chocolate candy have lost the most display space in 2020 to growth by bleach and soap. Display
selection will need to pivot back more toward normal as
consumer behaviors revert to more traditional trends. The
sustained growth in food products due to the increase of
eating at home will be higher than the increase in continued cleaning behavior and display allocations should reflect
these changes.

It is key for CPG manufacturers to explore opportunities to
increase variety on display and identify lift of key categories
on display to determine optimal focus areas as shopping
patterns shift and get ahead of the needed changes.
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Figure 6 shows implications for both manufacturers and retailers as consumer behavior shifts back toward normal. CPGs should develop strategies to review their portfolios. It will be important for CPGs to analyze which brands or items have lost display or other promotional tactics and then build the case to reverse the trends in 2021
based on expected consumer changes.
Figure 6: IRI Report on In Store Changes and Implications for 2021

Retailers

Manufacturers
As display space shrinks and categories
such as cleaning take center stage. CPG
manufacturers must work with retailers to
drive more incremental opportunity via
displays while balancing the need to
highlight high-demand items.
Understand the shifting role of display and
determine the display metrics that matter to
help drive performance and maximize ROI
of trade and merchandising labor investments.
Partner with retailers to identify relative lift
of key categories on display to determine
optimal focus areas as shopping patterns
shift.
Explore opportunities to increase variety
on display as COVID-19-related streamlining
eases.

Social distancing measures are creating
new pressures on sales and profit per
square foot. Driving productivity of
remaining display locations and space will
be key moving forward.
With declining feature-only lifts, ensuring
adequate display allocation on feature items
is a priority. Checking store compliance on
display allocation on feature items is a
priority. Checking store compliance on
display during feature weeks will be critical.
Allocate display holding power to categories
and items that can maintain supply and
drive incremental sales.
Consider extra drive period execution of
traditional snack and beverage categories
to maximize display productivity overall.

Temporary Price Reduction and Feature
remain important activities, but to continue
to move merchandising up the “lift ladder,”
shift TPR to display, and ensure display,
and ensure display compliance to features.
Source: IRI 2020 Covid-19-Demand Curve-part 9-Total Store Display Report
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E-Commerce is here to stay:
The most dramatic change to the CPG landscape is the accelerated growth of e-commerce with online sales reaching growth at a level not previously expected until
2022. Figure 7 shows that e-commerce in the U.S. will reach $794.5 billion this year (up 32.4% versus last year), almost double original predictions. E-commerce sales
will reach 14.4% of all U.S. retail spending this year and 19.2% by 2024.
Figure 7: U.S. E-Commerce Growth Jumps More than 30%, Accelerating Online Shopping Shift by Nearly Two Years

Note: includes products or services ordered using the internet. Regardless of the method of payment or fulfilment, excludes travel and event tickets, payments such as bill pay,
taxes or money transfers, food services and drinking place sales, gambling and other vice goods sales.
Source: https://content-na1.emarketer.com/us-ecommerce-growth-jumps-more-than-30-accelerating-online-shopping-shift-by-nearly-2-years
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Breaking this down into edible and non-edible departments, Figure 8 IRI shows that e-commerce share in omnichannel has made a step change during the pandemic for
edible from 6% to 9.5% and in nonedible from 23.7% to 31.1%. Forecasts are expected to see continued growth albeit slower than in 2021.
Figure 8: CPG share of E-commerce in Omnichannel including 2021 forecasts

Edible CPG

vs. YA
E-comm $B
E-comm
Contribution
to Growth
Omnichannel
Growth

Nonedible CPG

vs. YA
E-comm $B
E-comm
Contribution
to Growth
Omnichannel
Growth

Other areas of retail with higher e-commerce presence saw even greater shifts in 2020: electronics (50% e-commerce share, + 11 ppts. vs. YA), office supplies
(40%, +11ppts.) toys/hobby (41% +8ppts.), (apparel 38%, +11ppts.) 1
Note: Based on 205 CPG categories currently tracked in e-commerce. Estimated 2020 e-commerce share for all CPG categories is 7.8% for edible and 22.3% for nonedible, accounting for $175B total CPG ecommerce sales. E-commerce data is based on projected receipt-based sample and reported data with varying levels
of granularity and accuracy available. 1. eMarketer U.S. Retail e-commerce Sales Share, by Product Category: % of Total Retail Sales. Source: IRI Omnichannel, data ending 2/28/21. IRI Strategic Analytics forecasts
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“CPG Companies Face
an E-commerce
Tsunami,”

The top 10 retailers account for 63% of all online sales. Figure
9 shows sales and growth rates for the top 10 retailers with
Walmart, Target, Kroger, and Costco all making the list. Historical barriers to online shopping have disappeared during the
pandemic as consumers were willing to overlook these barriers
to protect their health and minimize exposure risk from in-person
shopping. These large groups of consumers who previously would not purchase online tried online shopping and have
found it better than expected and will repeat. Another major
enabler for online grocery trial is with many people working at
home the delivery time windows are less of a purchase barrier than in the past. Pre-pandemic grocery e-commerce captured
such a small share of the market that CPG manufacturers and
retailers could still succeed without prioritizing online-shopping
channels; the majority of sales were still from the physical shelf
and not the digital one. According to Boston Consulting Group’s
article “CPG Companies Face an E-commerce Tsunami,” an
ongoing market share of 5% to 7% would be a tipping point
for CPG companies. Additionally, BCG forecasts an acceleration
in the growth of CPG online purchases following similar adoption
curves for toys, auto parts, and electronics. Once that threshold is
reached, CPG companies must be aggressive and proactive
with e-commerce strategies and creative about their online
presence to compete and win-- and that time is now.

Figure 9: Top 10 Retailers Account for 63% of All Online Sales
U.S. Top 10 Retailers, Ranked by Retail
E-Commerce Sales, 2020 Billions, % Change
and % Total Retail E-commerce Sales

Note: represents the gross value of products or services sold via the internet
(browser or app), regardless of the method of payment or fullfillment; excludes
travel and event tickets
https://www.visualcapitalist.com/us-ecommerce-market-top-10-companies/ (e-marketer)
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E-commerce is much
less profitable than
traditional in-store
shopping.
A dilemma for retailers as e-commerce expands is that
e-commerce is much less profitable than traditional in-store
shopping. Most current models of online grocery shopping
are not profitable without charging additional fees. Figure
10 shows that the least profitable model is when the grocer
picks items from the store for home delivery. Only automated
micro-fulfillment center click-and-collect online grocery was
profitable, with a margin of 2%. Retailers will be looking for
ways to offset profitability losses as more in-store sales shift
offline. A solid omnichannel partnership with both online and
offline promos will be key to balancing profitability.

Figure 10: Profit margin of common online grocery models worldwide in 2020*

© Statista 2021; *Margin without Fees

Figure 11: Buy Online, Pick Up In-Store Grocery Sales 2017-2020

Figure 11 shows that Buy Online Pickup in Store (aka clickand-collect) has grown from $800 million to $7.4 billion in the
past 4 years, helping to shift online sales to less profit dilutive
options like delivery. Walmart, Target, Costco, Kroger, Albertsons, and Ahold Delhaize continue to invest aggressively
in online grocery fulfillment capabilities and optimizing fulfillment costs.

Source 1: https://www.statista.com/statistics/762746/store-share-online-grocery-delivery-store-pickup-services/ Source 2 : https://www.
statista.com/statistics/1096031/bopis-grocery-sales-us/
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Figure 12 shows the phenomenal digital sales growth as well as increases in digital sales share for many of these retailers. CPG companies need to consider how
to create new “win-win” relationships with retailers and last-mile providers to meet the needs of consumers, however they shop. This requires a holistic strategy
across both in-store and online shopping. Figure 13 highlights some of the differences between in-store and online from a category management perspective. Each
requires different, but integrated strategies for success.
Figure 12: Digital Sales and Share Growth

Source: Retailer Earnings Reports. IRI “Demand Pockets part 4-CPG Ecommerce” 2021

Figure 13: Category Management In-Store versus Online
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For CPGs to best partner with retailers on these integrated in-store and online strategies, Figure 14 highlights best-in-class CPG partner behavior versus pitfalls that could
strain a relationship. The most important thing is to drive a culture of omnichannel and not remain in silos for bricks and mortar versus e-commerce business units.
Retailers are moving quickly and will be searching for best-in-class processes and CPG partners that can help them effectively implement strong omnichannel plans. CPG
companies will need to look internally to ensure a culture exists to support strong omnichannel strategies including both in store and online promotional budgets.

Figure 14: Considerations for Partnering with Retailers
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Many CPGs have not yet fully integrated in store with online and are often still operating in silos with separate plans and budgets for the two methods of sale. As the
evolution continues those who can react quickly with true integration will rise above their competition. In their thought leadership series “Demand Pockets part 4-CPG
Ecommerce, “ IRI gives some great guidance on both retailer and manufacturer implications of the accelerated e-commerce expansion which can be seen below in Figure
15. Review these implications and assess whether or not your organization is ready to support these changes.

Figure 15: Retailer and Manufacturer Implications
of Expanded E-commerce

Source: IRI “Demand Pockets part 4-CPG Ecommerce” 2021
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Rewarding a culture of
adaptability and
omnichannel focus will
help your organization

E-COMMERCE
EXPANSION

Figure 16: Steps for E-commerce Expansion

As CPGs embrace e-commerce expansion, it will be necessary to
assess digital capabilities and create a culture with omnichannel focus. Start with a needs assessment across the e-commerce, catman, shopper insights, shopper marketing and sales teams to ensure the right resources and data exist to succeed in the new
marketplace. Next, define measures that are most important for
success to ensure everyone is working toward and rewarded for
the same goals. Evaluate data, tools, and utilization to ensure the
right toolbox exists for measurement, action planning, and gap closure. Educate the organization on current strengths and weaknesses and collaboratively develop an integrated plan for in-store and
online. A culture of flexibility and the ability to easily pivot will be
critical as the e-commerce landscape is always changing and evolving. Rewarding a culture of adaptability and omnichannel focus will
help your organization move forward and capitalize on this e-commerce journey.
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